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Dear Friends of Royal Huisman & Huisfit,
We are pleased to present the
spring 2021 edition of “inhuis”: a new
issue featuring a mix of the latest
developments, innovations, stories
and news about much-loved yachts,
and the shipyard itself combined with
beautiful illustrations.
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Huisfit Update

Step into our world of unique
newbuild and Huisfit yachts – there’s
plenty to see at our headquarters in
Vollenhove and our deep-water facility
in Amsterdam. (Re)discover what
brings repeat clients back to Royal
Huisman, or why new clients are keen
to follow up on recommendations they
were given!
"Today’s client is tomorrow’s
Ambassador" is an understanding that
the entire shipyard team is very much
aware of. This is why we continuously
strive for uncompromised quality – to
serve our clients, and to remain loyal of
that discerning Royal accolade that has
recognized our tradition of excellence
since 1884. Equally important to us is
that we are perceived as the company
with the open, honest and committed
team culture. Last but not least, it
matters greatly to us that our long
term after sales care continuously
supports the crews onboard the
growing worldwide fleet of Royal
Huisman and Huisfit yachts. In this
way we ensure that each yacht can
be enjoyed “to the max” by Owners,
families and friends during the
opportunities for quality time onboard.

In recent months a number of Royal
Huisman Owners, their representatives,
and potential clients paid us personal
visits - quite a challenge in the everchanging landscape of national and
international Covid-19 restrictions. To
those who cannot, or do not want to
travel in these uncertain times, we are
offering an exclusive and personal
virtual tour as an attractive alternative.
We would like to invite you to visit our
well-organised, efficient and clean,
infrastructure, and inspect our facilities
all from the comfort of your favourite
sofa at home.
And there is one more
digital innovation: Royal
Huisman’s Build App.
This mobile tool has been
developed to enhance
the Owner's experience that
so many Huisman clients enjoy. This
unique App provides regular updates
on the progress of the client’s yacht
under construction, keeping client and
team fully involved.
Lastly, we hope that you will enjoy
reading this issue of Inhuis. As always,
we welcome your feedback and if you
wish to find out more about any topic:
we are only a video call away.
Warm regards from the team at
Royal Huisman & Huisfit,

Jan Timmerman
CEO Royal Huisman
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Newbuild Update
A wide range of unique and innovative newbuild sailing yacht and powerboat projects can be
found in progress at Royal Huisman’s headquarters: projects 403, 404, 405, and 406!

VIDEO
LINK

PROJECT 403: UNDER WRAPS
The team of Royal Huisman’s project 403 is fully focused on the outfitting and finishing touches,
to be ready for her “unwrapping” and launch in Vollenhove in a few months’ time. PHI’s overall
length is 58.5m / 192ft, which makes her – based on today’s Classification rules – by far the
world’s longest motoryacht in the sub-500GT category. Cor D. Rover, responsible for PHI’s
general concept, exterior design & interior layout, explains the design philosophy:

“R

ather than just building a large yacht on

her exterior appearance all the way to internal

a so-called shipyard ‘platform’ to enjoy

experience. Apart from the fact that PHI has

the pleasures of being at sea, the Owner

an aesthetic story to tell, she also fulfils the

of PHI wanted to build a yacht with a profound

Owner’s wish for a technically highly advanced

underlying story, a deep-rooted knowledge

vessel that sets new standards.

that runs through all aspects of the yacht, from
First of all, when PHI “hits the water” in 2021,
she will be the longest sub-500 GT motoryacht
in the world. The Owner wanted to achieve this
without compromising on the highest quality
standards. As a natural and logic result, the
project ended up with Royal Huisman, the
best sailling yacht builder in the world. The
more we see PHI come alive, the more I am
convinced that only a sailling yacht builder has
the know-how and ambition to execute miracles
on a square inch, and Royal Huisman is the
epitome of this watchmakers skill.” By using Van

”

Oossanen’s XL Fast Displacement Hull Form,
PHI will be extremely fuel efficient, as well.
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One of the onboard innovations can be found on the
aft deck: the patented DEPP swimming pool turns into
a sealed tank and visa-versa at the touch of a button,
avoiding the lengthy procedure of pumping water in and
out of a separate, dedicated dump tank. This innovative
feature provides plenty of efficiency and flexibility
benefits: guests can enjoy a swim, or play a game on top
of the covered pool, within no more than five (5!) minutes
– with the flush pool cover, artistically covered with
artificial teak, a design feature by itself.
Read much more about PHI’s design philosophy at the
Royal Huisman website by following the links to
News and Annoucements [click here for link]

03

“A

nother first is the exterior accent
lighting powered by lasers.
Such lighting usually relies

on LEDs, but when they fail, they

leave unsightly gaps,” wrote Justin
Ratcliffe after his visit for Superyacht
Times. “PHI’s system comprises over
1,500 metres of optical fibres that
are evenly illuminated by lasers. The
only components that can fail are the

”

lasers, which are housed inside the
yacht and can be easily replaced.

PROJECT 403 – PHI - 58.5M / 192FT - THE LONGEST MOTORYACHT BELOW 500GT (BASED ON TODAY’S CLASSIFICATION RULES) - GENERAL
CONCEPT, EXTERIOR DESIGN & INTERIOR LAYOUT: COR D. ROVER – INTERIOR DESIGN: LAWSON ROBB - VAN OOSSANEN NAVAL ARCHITECTS PROJECT MANAGEMENT / OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE: GUY BOOTH - ROYAL HUISMAN
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PROJECT 404
Retractable electric drive propulsion
will offer lots of advantages for everyone
onboard the 59.7m / 196ft high-performance
Malcolm McKeon sloop, which is currently
under construction at Royal Huisman’s
headquarters in Vollenhove.
Gregory Monks, the Owners’ representative
of Project 404, explains “Why?”.

What goes down,
must come up!

“F

inding the right balance between

We have specified extremely low noise and vibration

performance and luxury is a very personal

limits which are important for luxury.

choice. Each custom sailing yacht project

starts with a design brief from the Owner which

For Project 404, the noise and vibration levels
were greatly improved with the introduction of

is translated - by the naval architect, designers

twin electric drive propulsion. The retractable drive

and shipyard - into a design which maximises the

units are much further forward compared to a more

potential of the brief. For Project 404, the Owner

traditional shaft and propeller set-up. This means

had a very clear vision to build the ultimate sailing

that they lower out of the hull directly below the

yacht with the highest level of luxury,

machinery and midship water sports storage areas,

working in perfect harmony
with the very best in

rather than being fixed-mounted directly below
the aft guest accommodation. This provides
even further advantages to the onboard

performance.

luxury experience for the guests when

“

motoring. As the propulsion is electric

Retractable
electric propulsion is the
perfect example of how
to successfully blend
performance and luxury, and
achieve big gains in both
disciplines

”

driven, the vibrations from mechanical
machinery are greatly reduced
over a conventional drive. The
yacht can motor in ‘quiet mode’
using only the batteries, so an
early morning silent departure from a
peaceful anchorage is possible.
Redundant swing retractable, azimuthing electric propulsion units with direct
connected permanent magnet motors and fixed pitch, pulling propellers for
optimized efficiency.
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“

The yacht can motor in
‘quiet mode’ using only the
batteries, so an early morning
silent departure from a peaceful
anchorage is possible

”

The knowledge of Rondal

Much more than
building masts
Looking at the sailing performance side, the

In over 25 years of creating spars and integrated

electric drive units are fully retractable into the hull.

sailing systems, Rondal has evolved into a carbon fibre

Reducing both aerodynamic and hydrodynamic drag

specialist. Rondal was founded by Royal Huisman in

is a critical factor in improving sailing performance.

the 70s and continues to work with the shipyard whilst

With the electric drive units fully retracted into the

forging strong relationships with many international

hull, we achieve a very slippery hull with minimal

superyacht builders for the supply of a wide range of

drag from appendages, which has a significant

composite components. In recent years the Rondal team

effect on sailing performance. The boat will sail more

has been working on multiple radar masts for large

efficiently, accelerate faster and consistently achieve

motoryachts; carbon superstructures, and various custom

higher speeds as a result. The drive units also cancel

composite components.

out the need for a stern thruster, as they can each
be turned 90 degrees. This saves weight, which also

Composite elements such as the carbon superstructure

improves performance.

of Royal Huisman project 404 come with less weight,

There are also benefits when it comes to safety.
Should the yacht encounter, for example, a fuel
contamination issue and suffer mechanical generator
failure, the propulsion units can serve as underwater
turbines, generating power for the ship’s systems and
charging the batteries. Having plenty of redundancy
is a key factor for sailing safely around the world, and
this system further enhances the yacht’s safety. Using
retractable electric propulsion is the perfect example
of how to successfully blend performance and luxury,

”

and achieve big gains in both disciplines with the
same design solution.

Gregory Monks, Owners’ representative of
Royal Huisman project 404

higher strength and more stiffness. Building in composite
also allows for artistic freedom in terms of shapes and
details. Almost anything is possible. Rondal has perfected
composite manufacturing techniques, gaining knowledge
through extensive research and developments that
proved highly successful when building components,
masts, and booms.
In addition to Rondal’s renowned
spars, integrated sailing systems
and composite components,
Rondal’s windbreak systems,
hatches and entrances have
also proven to be of engineering
excellence, superior craftsmanship,
and seaworthiness.
Read more? www.rondal.com

PROJECT 404 – LENGTH OVERALL: 59.7 M / 196 FT MALCOLM MCKEON YACHT DESIGN - INTERIOR: STUDIO LIAIGRE OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE: GREGORY MONKS BUILDER:
ROYAL HUISMAN (2022)

[click here for a link]
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PROJECT 405

Taking Shape

“

A new, innovative method of
Royal Huisman to make her extremely lightweight
and very competitive to existing carbon
composite superyachts: FEATHERLIGHTTM

”

Royal Huisman Project 405’s hull construction started

Royal Huisman’s latest innovation is based on the

at the end of last year and is progressing well. The

optimal use of the materials that the shipyard team

structure of the “Reichel/Pugh - Nauta 151” is based on

knows so well. The hull construction is an optimal mix

a new, innovative method developed by the shipyard, to

of aluminum and carbon composite, confidently referred

ensure that the 46m high-performance cruiser sloop is

to as ‘featherlight’

extremely lightweight and very competitive in regattas
compared to existing carbon composite superyachts.

The deckhouse, guest cockpit and hardtop are all in
carbon fibre, skilfully manufactured by Rondal, the

FEATHERLIGHT™
When you would like to know more about
FEATHERLIGHTTM please contact the team at
Royal Huisman for a tailor made presentation.

BEST OF BOT H WOR L DS

P ERFO RMA N C E AND COMFORT

shipyard’s sister company. Rondal is also building the
Panamax carbon mast, the yacht’s boom, as well as the
yacht’s integrated sail handling system.
Owners’ representative Nigel Ingram comments:

“P

roject 405 will offer all the
benefits associated with
existing Royal Huisman yachts:

comfort, low sound levels, and

optimal world cruising characteristics.
All good news to the Owners, who

”

anticipate exploring the world in their
new yacht.

Read more at the Royal Huisman website > News >
Announcements [click here for a link]
The general concept and exterior layout by Nauta Design
features various welcoming and functional guest social
areas. The main guest cockpit will be shaded by the carbon
composite hardtop that can be removed in preparation for
racing mode. The nearly 10m / 32ft wide transom includes
a hinged section of the teak aft deck, revealing an elegant
staircase that can be raised to launch the crew tender.
The foredeck features a partially recessed carbon bay
for the guest tender. The area cleverly converts into a
cozy cockpit.

PROJECT 405 – GENERAL CONCEPT, EXTERIOR & INTERIOR DESIGN:
NAUTA DESIGN – NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: REICHEL / PUGH – OWNERS’
REPRESENTATIVE: NIGEL INGRAM, MCM NEWPORT – OWNERS’ RACE TEAM
CAPTAINED BY: BOUWE BEKKING - BUILDER: ROYAL HUISMAN
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THE THEATRE
OF THE OCEAN

PROJECT 406

Purpose, luxury and style
Most yachties will be familiar with the
excitement of landing a large oceangoing fish when on passage. The ‘what
have we got?’ moment when the rod
tip bends and line is dragged off the
reel, the intake of breath as the fish
breaks the surface to reveal its type
and size, the tense thrill as it is carefully
manoeuvred aboard (or the anti-climax
as it breaks away!) and, finally, the
anticipation of the wonders the chef
will create tonight with the sea’s finest
fresh offering.

For sportfishing enthusiasts, the
emotions are similar – only much,
much more passionate!
Learn more about sportfishing: boat
design, a little history, popular locations
and the ‘gear’ at the Royal Huisman
website followed by the links to
News > Inhuis Stories & Updates
[click here for a link]

ROYAL HUISMAN UNVEILS

The world’s largest true sportfish yacht
Royal Huisman is delighted to unveil the overall looks of the magnificent new
Project 406 for the first time since contracts were signed at the end of last year.
At 52m / 171ft this ground-breaking creation will be, by some distance,
the largest, most luxurious and individual true sportfish yacht in the world.
Vripack Yacht Design is responsible for the exterior and interior design
and naval architecture of this highly prestigious project, in close
collaboration with Royal Huisman – considered to be the only shipyard
capable of the engineering and production of this unique superyacht. The
project is managed by Aqua Marine representing the Owner’s team, which
includes Bush & Noble and Hampshire Marine as technical managers.
The yacht’s purposeful lines sweep dramatically aft from her distinctive
long and sleek bow, through six towering decks to the stylish downward
arc of her stern profile. Here is a unique vessel that effortlessly blends the
ultimate sports fishing experience with genuine superyacht scale, comfort
and refinement.
Read more at the Royal Huisman website > News > Announcements
[click here for a link]

VIDEO
LINK



PROJECT 406 - THE WORLD’S LARGEST TRUE SPORTFISH YACHT - 52M / 171FT - ALUMINIUM HULL & SUPERSTRUCTURE - EXTERIOR, INTERIOR DESIGN
AND NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: VRIPACK YACHT DESIGN - BUILDER: ROYAL HUISMAN
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Huisfit
Update
Looking forward to
the next season?
Make sure your yacht
is ready!
Ongoing and recently relaunched Huisfit projects include
Wisp, Ethereal, Atlantide, Juliet, Belle Fontaine and two
undisclosed superyachts, which are all returning yachts
or yachts owned by repeat clients. In addition, Huisfit
is pleased to announce that the Owner’s team of Adèle
has booked a slot for next winter for various refit and
service work including her 15 year survey. The 55m / 180ft
classic ketch, which was built by Vitters Shipyard in 2005,
returns to Royal Huisman after her extensive refit with
extended class survey and inspection in 2015 - 2016.
Royal Huisman and Huisfit believe in transparency,

PROFESSIONAL, RELIABLE AND INNOVATIVE

integrity and dependability in all customer dealings.
Honest and realistic delivery times are supported by
thorough planning and proven project management.

services it provides. That is the very basis upon which

Clearly defined and agreed terms of business are

the shipyard has sought to develop and maintain its

underpinned by strong financial controls, open book

reputation over so many years. Huisfit offers superyacht

keeping, fortnightly progress updates and financial

refit, rebuild and renewal to Royal Huisman’s high

reports to the Owner’s captain or project manager.

standards, at competitive rates, using state-of-the-art

The feedback from Huisfit clients on these standards

facilities and a very comprehensive support package for

has been very encouraging. However, the team is always

crews and Owners’ teams… it doesn’t just sound like an

open to suggestions as to how it can further enhance the

attractive option – it really is!

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal

|

BY ROYAL HUISMAN
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Adèle returns
Why?

“In one word:
Quality
”

Why Holland as opposed to yards elsewhere on the
globe? Her captain was involved in the original build
process of Adèle at Vitters Shipyard and has been at her
helm ever since. He answered this question following
the 2015 – 2016 refit by Huisfit:

“I

And why Huisfit again? Adèle’s project manager Taco
Zwarts, who is representing the Owners together with
her captain, explains their decision to return in 2021:

“A

fter the previous successful refit by Huisfit, it was
clear and very obvious for us. In a nutshell:

n one word: quality. The Dutch are renowned as
boat builders and Royal Huisman is the epitome
of a Dutch shipyard. The Owners were proud

”

The Huisfit team is honest and the

cooperation is smooth; the technical updates were

well executed and of high quality; The previous refit

to bring the boat to a yard with such a prestigious

by Huisfit was within the agreed budget and the

history and reputation.

Huisfit team delivered Adèle well in time. Also, since

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal

”

that moment the shipyard’s service team supported
us worldwide whenever needed.

|

BY ROYAL HUISMAN
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Atlantide’s rebuild in full progress
VIDEO
LINK



The restoration of Jim and Kristy Clark’s 37m / 122ft
classic motorsailer is in full progress since her arrival in
Vollenhove earlier this year. The scope of the project
has turned into a full rebuild and, in Royal Huisman’s
work schedule, has been allocated the same status as a
newbuild project.

“I

f a discerning client commissions the same

shipyard to undertake a fourth * very substantial
project you just know that the work you perform

is truly appreciated. So we are most honoured

to find ourselves in the position to realise yet
another dream for our esteemed clients Jim and

ATLANTIDE WAS DESIGNED BY NAVAL ARCHITECT ALFRED MYLNE
AND BUILT BY THE BRITISH SHIPYARD PHILIP & SON IN 1930.

Kristy Clark,” comments Royal Huisman’s CEO Jan
Timmerman. “In addition, Atlantide’s rebuild is a

very special, unique, and historic project, which we
are certain to make into a success thanks to our
skilled craftsmen and women, together with the

* 47m / 156ft Hyperion newbuild (1998),

90m / 295ft Athena
newbuild (2004), 42m / 138ft Hanuman newbuild (2009) and
Atlantide’s Huisfit (2020 – 2022) which has been allocated the
same status as a newbuild project

clients and their team!”

Restorations, conversions
& rebuilds by Huisfit:

VIDEO
LINK

A track record of success



VAGRANT AFTER REBUILD BY HUISFIT

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal

|

BY ROYAL HUISMAN
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Royal Huisman’s Huisfit team has an established track record of success with the restoration of
classics, and with conversions and rebuilds of historical yachts: structural work, upgrades and
conservation work are all embarked on with keen interest and great skill. Rebuild and conversion
projects by Huisfit are never a “typical refit”, and the scope of such projects is often as comprehensive
as a newbuild – perfectly suited for a team equally at home in both areas of expertise.

Herreshoff VAGRANT

BEFORE

AFTER

The 40m / 131ft schooner VAGRANT
was originally created in the USA
by the world famous Herreshoff
shipyard, in 1913. VAGRANT’s
Owner decided to bring her to
Royal Huisman’s Huisfit for a major
restoration. Winner of ‘Best Rebuilt
Yacht’ award at the World Superyacht
Awards 2020.

BEFORE

AFTER

VIDEO
LINK



Feadship BROADWATER

A selection of features of this

radar mast with sun awning; interior re-

(formerly Rasselas)

conversion project by Huisfit: a 4m /

styling; board systems updates required

13ft extension of the hull including a

for a Classification change from “private

re-styled stern; rebuild of the sundeck

use” to “commercial use”.

including a new composite Rondal

SAMURAI
(formerly Mari-Cha IV)
Producing speeds in excess of 40kn,
Mari-Cha IV smashed the New York
Yacht Club West-East Transatlantic

BEFORE

AFTER

record and established a new 24
hour distance record. Determined to

“She must be beautiful, stealthy looking,

From a stripped-out speed machine to

preserve this exceptional 43m / 139ft

very fast, elegantly comfortable,

a high performance luxury superyacht:

carbon composite schooner by giving

technologically advanced and

probably the biggest carbon composite

her a sustainable new role, SAMURAI’s

unforgettable to sail – a true

conversion of its type ever undertaken.

new Owner told his team:

superyacht of the modern era.”

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal

|

BY ROYAL HUISMAN
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“

The full scope of
work was executed
as planned and
delivered within the
agreed budget

”

A (disinfected)
high-five for Wisp

The 48m / 156ft classic Royal Huisman sloop Wisp arrived at the shipyard’s non-tidal, deep water location
in Amsterdam in October for a varied list of to-do-items, and was recently successfully redelivered by the
team of Huisfit.
The list, overseen by Nigel Ingram of MCM Newport
together with captain Richard Humphreys representing
the Owner, included a new paint job, antifouling,
realignment of the propulsion line, exterior and interior
varnish, tank cleaning/conservation, service and
maintenance to her sail handling systems and air-

Richard Humphreys, captain of Wisp, adds:

“I

t felt a bit like coming home as it is the same
core of workers and the advantage of that is that
they know the boat well. We’ve also made some

new friends and the staff genuinely care about

conditioning upgrades.

the level of service that they provide. The Royal

Nigel Ingram comments:

Amsterdam facility.

Huisman culture is coming through well at their

“F

ollowing this refit-project by the Huisfit
team, Wisp is again ‘perfect’ and ‘as new’.
The full scope of work was executed – in

spite of Covid-19 restrictions – as planned and

delivered within the agreed budget. In summary, a

”

well-prepared and executed refit so her Owner can
enjoy being onboard again soon!

Unfortunately this time, due to COVID 19, we were
not able to enjoy the sights and sounds of the local
area as much as we did last time. There were still
places to go, such as Haarlem, lots of open spaces,
the beaches of Zandvoort and of course we could
still enjoy the beauty of Amsterdam, but, without
the usual hustle bustle.
It would be my pleasure to recommend Huisfit.

”

And, depending on our schedule, Wisp may return
in the future.

“The Royal Huisman culture is coming through well at their Amsterdam facility”

WISP - COMMISSIONED IN 2014, THE YACHT FULFILS HER OWNER’S BRIEF FOR A SUPREMELY COMFORTABLE CRUISING YACHT THAT IS MORE
THAN CAPABLE OF PROVIDING THE PLEASURES OF SOME “GENTLEMAN’S RACING” ON OCCASION.

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal

|

BY ROYAL HUISMAN
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Medical upgrade required:

One of the thoroughbreds currently at Huisfit in Amsterdam

Huisfit operates on

delivered by Royal Huisman in 2009. She is a fine example

Ethereal’s nerve system

haven, taking advantage of the perfect opportunity to look

is Ethereal, the world’s first hybrid superyacht, which was
of several more yachts which came to Royal Huisman’s safe
after their yachts and prepare for the fast-approaching post-

with surgical precision

Covid-season.
Her captain, Peter Grubb, tells us all about the upgrade of the
yacht’s electrical nerve system, and why Ethereal returned to Royal
Huisman to be ready for next summer:

“W

e arrived at the shipyard in the middle of winter
to a warm reception by the Huisfit team. The main

works of Ethereal’s in-water-refit are the complete

replacement of the programmable logic controller

(PLC) systems with the latest technology. The PLCs form

the redundant nerve system of the yacht which controls all
onboard systems. This requires the yacht to go “dead ship”
whereby all of these systems are shut down for several weeks.
Therefore, independent safety systems were installed by
the Huisfit team for bilge alarm and fire detection. Alerts
for alarms were set up to send via SMS to crew and Huisfit
personnel. With no propulsion or winches, the yacht is well
positioned with lines and stable mooring poles to keep her
secure. Taking advantage of this “dead ship” time and the
availability of a specialized team, a long list of additional tasks
are taking place in the engine room, technical spaces, interior
and on deck.
For myself and the crew, working with skilled builders - a
number of which were involved in the build of Ethereal - is a
wonderful experience. The management is well organized and

”

responsive and of good service. Our shoreside requirements
have been met in a ‘one-stop-shopping fashion’.

ETHEREAL - LENGTH OVERALL: 58M / 190FT - NAVAL
ARCHITECTURE: RON HOLLAND DESIGN -EXTERIOR/INTERIOR
DESIGN: PIETER BEELDSNIJDER DESIGN - BUILDER:
ROYAL HUISMAN (2009)

Read the full article at the Royal Huisman website followed by the
links to News > Inhuis Stories & Updates [click here for a link]

No better time than now to get your yacht ready!

VIDEO
LINK

Could Huisfit at Royal Huisman’s deep water facilities in Amsterdam be the smart choice for your project, too?
Huisfit warmly welcomes all enquiries. For more info please visit www.huisfit.com [click here for a link]

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal

|

BY ROYAL HUISMAN
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ROYAL HUISMAN

An exclusive, virtual tour
around the shipyard...
During times of restricted freedom of travelling it is a
challenge for clients, captains and representatives to
visit the facilities where Royal Huisman thoroughbreds
are birthed, and to explore where Huisfit caters to the
existing superyacht fleet.
As an alternative the team is now offering an exclusive

Be prepared for an interesting “walk” – it’s quite a

digital shipyard tour, on which your host will take you

shipyard. Two locations – Vollenhove and Amsterdam

along the various inhouse places of interest on both

– with purpose-built facilities spread over an area of

locations. An attractive and more time-efficient solution

respectively 30,000 m2 / 322.900 ft2 and 12,000 m2 /

for existing clients (who are interested in re-familiarising

129.200 ft2. Enjoy a tailor-made private digital viewing:

themselves) and new clients (keen to “experience” before

your host can show you either all, or specific aspects, to

committing to start a new project), alike.

provide a condensed overview, or to explore all facilities
in great detail.
As always, we would be delighted to discuss your
requirements for future projects: please contact
the team to schedule your private, virtual tour
via yachts@royalhuisman.com

WELL-ORGANISED, EFFICIENT AND CLEAN
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Royal Huisman Vollenhove
In spite of the excellent new “virtual visit” opportunity, there will come a time
when personal visits return to the choice of options.

The superyacht shipyard headquarters offer much to explore: multiple
shipbuilding halls, together with numerous dedicated facilities for refit,
painting, carbon composite construction, interior and systems engineering,
joinery, hydraulics, mast construction, hatches and deck equipment
(venturing onto the premises of sister company Rondal), and much more. All
well maintained and superbly equipped to give the most talented people in
the industry free rein to create some of the finest superyachts on the oceans.
Should you wish to visit our “one-stop-shopping” facilities, Royal Huisman’s
home in Vollenhove, a former fishing port and prosperous market town, is
easily accessible for a quick update. The general area around Vollenhove
is renowned for being one of the most picturesque in the Netherlands,
with unspoilt countryside, towns with medieval buildings, villages, lakes
and harbours, abundant wildlife and a wealth of other cultural attractions
including fine restaurants offering both traditional and international cuisine.

“C
WHETHER BY CAR, BY PRIVATE
AIRCRAFT FROM NEARBY AIRPORTS
OR SCHIPHOL AIRPORT, OR BY
HELICOPTER DIRECTLY TO THE
SHIPYARD, ROYAL HUISMAN IS
EASILY ACCESSED.

ontinuous, long term
investment in the shipyard
has provided Royal Huisman

and Huisfit with a comprehensive

range of infrastructure and facilities

”

that rival any to be found within
the industry

1884: JAN HUISMAN FOUNDS THE YARD
TO BUILD SMALL WOODEN VESSELS
FOR LOCAL FISHERMEN.

A TRADITION
OF EXCELLENCE
Reputations are not built overnight.
And they are certainly not built
by cutting corners. Established in
1884, Royal Huisman has formed its
reputation by constantly emphasising
quality and investment in facilities.
This mantra of “quality first”,
together with a powerful commitment
to personal service and innovation,
has underpinned the shipyard’s longterm success.
During a passage through hard
times as well as good, the yard
transformed from modest builder of
wooden workboats to multiple awardwinning creator of some of the finest
superyachts in the world today.
Learn more at www.royalhuisman.com
> Discover > Our Heritage
[click here for a link]

1989: THE LIVING LEGEND J-CLASS
ENDEAVOUR IN VOLLENHOVE
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Royal Huisman Amsterdam
In 2019, the shipyard facilities of Royal Huisman were extended
to the Amsterdam region.

This second location serves as an addition to the
headquarters, both for newbuilds and for Huisfit projects.
Located at just 15 minutes from Amsterdam Schiphol airport,
the three state-of-the-art, heated main halls of
Royal Huisman Amsterdam are complemented with a
generous quay for along-side berthing and in-water-work.
Clean, modern workspaces with workshops on three levels,
stores, well-equipped offices, canteen facilities provide
excellent surroundings for successful projects.
The floor of the hall for the lengthiest yachts will be
upgraded in the next months to meet increased load
requirements: a fine example demonstrating the shipyard’s
continuing investment in infrastructure.
JULIET’S HYBRID CONVERSION BY HUISFIT IS NEARING COMPLETION
AT ROYAL HUISMAN AMSTERDAM

Unique and flexible
The “invisible assets” of Royal Huisman are the expertise and
experience of its team, which consists of nearly 300 people
with different skills, languages and nationalities, all sharing
the same passion for perfection and innovation. Each
employee is proud to work at the shipyard, creating some of
the finest superyachts on the oceans.
All that is needed to develop and create your superyacht
dream can be found at Royal Huisman. Capacity-wise, the
shipyard is now more flexible than ever before, working in
close collaboration with selected and highly qualified comakers. These partnering companies work closely together
with Royal Huisman’s in-house team at both facilities located
in the heart of the Dutch maritime services cluster.
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Attention to detail,
in every detail
The more you look the more you see. Small but important details in design
and construction reveal themselves over time and affirm the value of
engineering that is inherent in every Royal Huisman yacht. The build quality
and attention to detail onboard “a Royal Huisman” are not restricted to the
luxury areas on deck and inside for Owners and guests.
Because the same level of care is

Royal Huisman yachts are deemed

continued in the technical spaces

unique in conception, quality and

and accommodation for the crew.

execution. Yachts that are rare,

Such areas may not be where

beyond compare. Thanks to the

Owners spend time themselves

shipyard’s famed attention to noise

when onboard, but they appreciate

and vibration suppression, noise and

how cutting corners there would

vibrations are reduced to (almost

affect the reliability and general

literally) unheard-of levels. Board

experience of their yacht. Besides,

systems are engineered to provide

“A happy crew = A happy Owner”

the highest levels of performance,

– if the yacht’s technical spaces and

and deliver with assured reliability.

the crew accommodation are as wellexecuted as the luxury areas, this

Learn more and enjoy several

will benefit the experience of the

examples of this attention to detail

entire team. An investment in a

at the Royal Huisman website

Royal Huisman yacht is returned in

> Discover > Experience the

precious quality time for Owners,

Experience [click here for a link]

family and friends.

The engine rooms are
equally state-of-the-art and
every yacht’s beating heart,
certainly for the engineer.
Here, Royal Huisman turns
designing and engineering
the available space into an art
form with surgical precision, to
achieve the highest standards
– and if this art cannot be seen
by the casual observer, it can
certainly not be heard, either,
thanks to Royal Huisman’s
famed attention to noise and
vibration suppression.
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It was an absolute joy to see Owners having fun
onboard an inspiring selection of large sailing yachts
during the recent regattas in New Zealand, taking
place in parallel with the very exciting America’s Cup
matches. Royal Huisman is a proud sponsor of both the
Mastercard Superyacht Regatta and the NZ Millennium
Cup. And even though the shipyard team was unable
to attend in person due to COVID-19 travel restrictions,
it was thrilling to be involved-from-a-distance with this
very encouraging start to the new sailing year!
Royal Huisman’s thoroughbreds Sassafras and
Whirlwind XII signed up for both events; the latter
being the shipyard’s first superyacht: delivered in 1986.
Since Whirlwind XII’s launch 35 years ago a total of
33 very unique yachts over 30m / 100ft were built by
Royal Huisman: each embracing the shipyard’s spirit
of individuality.
We trust you will enjoy watching this selection of
photos from this year’s first superyacht regatta,
excellently hosted by the Royal New Zealand Yacht
Squadron in Auckland.
More images of Whirlwind XII and Sassafras can be
found at the Royal Huisman website followed by the
links to News > Inhuis Stories & Updates [click here
for a link]

NZ MILLENIUM CUP 2021 WINNER:
MISS SILVER – HER CREW MUCH ENJOYING THE ROYAL HUISMAN BUFFS
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THE MARINE
ENVIRONMENT:
PLAYING OUR PART

VIDEO
LINK



ST. BARTHS BUCKET REGATTA 2021:
All sailors have a strong affinity

Read the full article at the Royal

at home home for this year’s edition

with the oceans and few can fail

Huisman website followed by the links

again, but we are very much looking

to be concerned about the steady

to News > Inhuis Stories & Updates

forward to the 2022 edition! In the

degradation of the ocean environment.

[click here for a link]

meantime we hope you will enjoy the

Many superyacht sailors not only care

video of various Royal Huisman yachts

a great deal about the oceans, but

in recent editions [click here for a link]

are seeking to use their influence and
resources to counter the threats.

Mark your calendar:
17 - 20 March 2022

Why Build At Royal Huisman?
When you are deciding where to build the ultimate superyacht
project, there are many factors to consider. But three that stand
out are Quality, Location and Culture

INHUIS:

Stories & Updates
Previous editions of inhuis and several
more interesting stories can be found
at the Royal Huisman website followed
by the links to News > Inhuis Stories &

Read the full article at the Royal Huisman website followed by the links to

Updates [click here for a link]

News > Inhuis Stories & Updates [click here for a link]

TAKING A
DIFFERENT TACK These sailing craft do
not operate on the ocean,
but in the air, on the ice,
and on the land...
[click here for a link]

THE PERFECT COMBINATION
- Royal Huisman & The Netherlands
[click here for a link]
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IF YOU CA N DREA M IT, W E C A N BUIL D IT
ROYALHUISMAN.COM > YACHTS
It has been our motto for many years, but remains

superyachts as well as all delivered Huisman craft

as valid now as it was then. Royal Huisman has the

launched – since 1884, we are proud of all sizes! – plus an

confidence and capability to build any yacht for you

attractive listing of yachts available for sale or charter.

– from classic to contemporary to cutting edge, from
motor yacht to Bermudan rig to full-rigged schooner.

Please do take time to visit the YACHTS section to see
recent podium places for Royal Huisman thoroughbreds,

Some of our clients have a very clear vision for their

as well as acknowledgements by independent expert

future dream yacht, whilst others enjoy exploring the

juries, and imagine your new yacht as the next award-

options as part of their “dream creation process”. Either

winning launch.

way, it can be very helpful to learn from predecessors’
experiences. Luckily, there is no shortage of satisfied

If we have set your dreams in motion: please contact

Royal Huisman yacht Owners, who travelled down this

the team at Royal Huisman to discover the possibilities.

path of research, creation and the realisation of their

We are happy to suggest input; optimise your plans, and

dream yacht in recent decades.

share expertise and experience!

A dedicated section of the Royal Huisman website

Learn and see more?

provides a detailed overview of the projects under

www.royalhuisman.com > Yachts

construction, an appetising presentation of the unique

Click here to explore this section of our website.

For allowing the use of photos special thanks to Owners, representatives and crew of Royal Huisman and Huisfit projects 403, 404, 405, 406, Atlantide, Broadwater, Ethereal, Ngoni, Vagrant
as well as Carlo Baroncini, Guy Booth, Carlo Borlenghi, Breedmedia, Adam Cowley, Michael Kurtz, Ray Main, Thierry Martinez, Isla McKechnie, McKeon Yacht Design, Matteo Meregalli, Priska
van der Meulen, Rory Moore, Nauta Design, Tom van Oossanen, Franco Pace, Panteanius, Prakart, Louie Pshihoys, Rijksvoorlichtingsdienst, Cor D. Rover, Cory Silken, Superyachtmedia, ThirtyC,
Vripack, Onne van der Wal and Winch Design

Telephone +31 527 243131
E-mail: yachts@royalhuisman.com
www.royalhuisman.com

